Cavity-Enhanced Raman and Helmholtz Resonator Photoacoustic Spectroscopy to Monitor the Mixed Sugar Metabolism of E. coli.
We introduce and compare two powerful new techniques for headspace gas analysis above bacterial batch cultures by spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy enhanced in an optical cavity (CERS), and photoacoustic detection in a differential Helmholtz resonator (DHR). Both techniques are able to monitor O2 and CO2 and its isotopomers with excellent sensitivity and time resolution to characterize bacterial growth and metabolism. We discuss and show some of the shortcomings of more conventional optical density (OD) measurements if used on their own without more sophisticated complementary measurements. The spectroscopic measurements can clearly and unambiguously distinguish the main phases of bacterial growth in the two media studied, LB and M9. We demonstrate how 13C isotopic labeling of sugars combined with spectroscopic detection allows the study of bacterial mixed sugar metabolism to establish whether sugars are sequentially or simultaneously metabolized. For E. coli, we have characterized the shift from glucose to lactose metabolism without a classic diauxic lag phase. DHR and CERS are shown to be cost-effective and highly selective analytical tools in the biosciences and in biotechnology, complementing and superseding existing conventional techniques. They also provide new capabilities for mechanistic investigations and show a great deal of promise for use in stable isotope bioassays.